
atomi e computers
come il mondo microscopico puo’ aiutarci a risolvere 

problemi complessi



 algoritmi e calcolatori
un algoritmo e’ una 

sequenza di operazioni da 
eseguire in sequenza per 
risolvere undeterminato 

problema

ad un algoritmo 
corrisponde una 

sequenza di operazione 
fisiche su un dispositivo: 
ad esempio un abaco o un 

computer



i calcolatori nella storia



la macchina di BABBAGE

1822: la macchia differenziale, il 
primo calcolatore programmabile

Charles 
Babbage



i calcolatori nella II guerra mondiale

COLOSSUS, 1943 
Bletchley Park, UK

ENIAC, 1946 University 
of Pensylvania, USA 



Alan Turing ed ENIGMA

rotori di 
ENIGMA

Alan Turing

macchina 
crittografica 

tedesca ENIGMA



l’UNIVAC IBM

le valvole 
termoioniche: 
diodi e triodi

1951 costo: $750.000 
+ $ 185.00 per la 

stampante



i computers e la fantascienza

HAL 900 
2001 Odissea 
nello spazio



i transistors a stato solido

Bardeen , Shockley, Brattain
Nobel 1956

il primo transistor



si avvicinano i PC
con l’arrivo dei 

dispositivi a stato solido 
si riducono le dimensioni 

dei computer ed 
aumenta la loro potenza



dai transistors ai circuiti integrati



dentro un integrato



cicuiti sempre piu’ piccoli...

e’ possibile costruire 
dispositivi nei quali 

scorre un elettrone alla 
volta



nanotubi

grafene nanotubo

“torri” di nanotubi nanotubi su elettrodi



atomi “freddi” 

gruppi di pochi atomi possono essere 
raffreddati ed intrappolati



onde ed interferenza
le onde si 

sovrappongono ed 
interferiscono

si formano zone buie e 
zone lominose



onde e particelle
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Quantum superposition lies at the heart of quantum mechanics
and gives rise to many of its paradoxes. Superposition of de
Broglie matter waves1 has been observed for massive particles
such as electrons2, atoms and dimers3, small van der Waals
clusters4, and neutrons5. But matter wave interferometry with
larger objects has remained experimentally challenging, despite
the development of powerful atom interferometric techniques for
experiments in fundamental quantum mechanics, metrology and
lithography6. Here we report the observation of de Broglie wave
interference of C60 molecules by diffraction at a material absorp-
tion grating. This molecule is the most massive and complex
object in which wave behaviour has been observed. Of particular
interest is the fact that C60 is almost a classical body, because of its
many excited internal degrees of freedom and their possible
couplings to the environment. Such couplings are essential for
the appearance of decoherence7,8, suggesting that interference
experiments with large molecules should facilitate detailed
studies of this process.

When considering de Broglie wave phenomena of larger and
more complex objects than atoms, fullerenes come to mind as
suitable candidates. After their discovery9 and the subsequent
invention of efficient mass-production methods10, they became
easily available. In our experiment (see Fig. 1) we use commercial,
99.5% pure, C60 fullerenes (Dynamic Enterprises Ltd, Twyford, UK)
which were sublimated in an oven at temperatures between 900 and
1,000 K. The emerging molecular beam passed through two
collimation slits, each about 10 !m wide, separated by a distance
of 1.04 m. Then it traversed a free-standing nanofabricated SiNx

grating11 consisting of nominally 50-nm-wide slits with a 100-nm
period.

At a further distance of 1.25 m behind the diffraction grating, the
interference pattern was observed using a spatially resolving detec-
tor. It consisted of a beam from a visible argon-ion laser (24 W all
lines), focused to a gaussian waist of 8 !m width (this is the size
required for the light intensity to drop to 1/e2 of that in the centre of
the beam). The light beam was directed vertically, parallel both to
the lines of the diffraction grating and to the collimation slits. By
using a suitable mirror assembly, the focus could be scanned with
micrometre resolution across the interference pattern. The
absorbed light then ionized the C60 fullerenes via heating and
subsequent thermal emission of electrons12. The detection region

was found to be smaller than 1 mm in height, consistent with a full
Rayleigh length of 800 !m and the strong power dependence of this
ionization process. A significant advantage of the thermionic
mechanism is that it does not detect any of the residual gases
present in the vacuum chamber. We could thus achieve dark count
rates of less than one per second even under moderately high
vacuum conditions (5 " 10 # 7 mbar). The fullerene ions were
then focused by an optimized ion lens system, and accelerated to
a BeCu conversion electrode at !9 kV where they induced the
emission of electrons which were subsequently amplified by a
Channeltron detector.

Alignment is a crucial part of this experiment. In order to be able
to find the beam in the first place, our collimation apertures are
movable piezo slits that can be opened from 0 to 60 !m (in the case
of the first slit) and from 0 to 200 !m (for the second slit). The
vacuum chamber is rigidly mounted on an optical table together
with the ionizing laser, in order to minimize spatial drifts.

The effect of gravity also had to be considered in our set-up. For
the most probable velocity (220 m s!1), the fullerenes fall by 0.7 mm
while traversing the apparatus. This imposes a constraint on the
maximum tilt that the grating may have with respect to gravity. As a
typical diffraction angle into the first-order maximum is 25 !rad,
one can tolerate a tilt angle of (at most) about one mrad before
molecules start falling from one diffraction order into the trajectory
of a neighbouring order of a different velocity class. The
experimental curves start to become asymmetric as soon as the
grating tilt deviates by more than 500 !rad from its optimum
vertical orientation.

The interference pattern of Fig. 2a clearly exhibits the central
maximum and the first-order diffraction peaks. The minima
between zeroth and first orders are well developed, and are due to
destructive interference of C60 de Broglie waves passing through
neighbouring slits of the grating. For comparison, we show in Fig. 2b
the profile of the undiffracted collimated beam. The velocity
distribution has been measured independently by a time-of-flight
method; it can be well fitted by f !v" # v3exp! # !v # v0"2=v2

m", with
v0 # 166 m s # 1 and vm # 92 m s # 1 as expected for a transition
between a maxwellian effusive beam and a supersonic beam13. The
most probable velocity was v # 220 m s # 1, corresponding to a de
Broglie wavelength of 2.5 pm. The full-width at half-maximum was
as broad as 60%, resulting in a longitudinal coherence length of
about 5 pm.

The essential features of the interference pattern can be under-
stood using standard Kirchhoff diffraction theory14 for a grating
with a period of 100 nm, by taking into account both the finite
width of the collimation and the experimentally determined veloc-
ity distribution. The parameters in the fit were the width of the
collimation, the gap width s0 of a single slit opening, the effective
beam width of the detection laser and an overall scaling factor. This
model, assuming all grating slits to be perfect and identical,
reproduces very well the central peak of the interference pattern
shown in Fig. 2a, but does not fit the ‘wings’ of this pattern.

Agreement with the experimental data, including the ‘wings’ in
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Figure 1 Diagram of the experimental set-up (not to scale). Hot, neutral C60 molecules
leave the oven through a nozzle of 0:33 mm " 1:3 mm " 0:25 mm
(width " height " depth), pass through two collimating slits of 0:01 mm " 5 mm
(width " height) separated by 1.04 m, traverse a SiNx grating (period 100 nm) 0.1 m after
the second slit, and are detected via thermal ionization by a laser 1.25 m behind the
grating. The ions are then accelerated and directed towards a conversion electrode. The
ejected electrons are subsequently counted by a Channeltron electron multiplier. The
laser focus can be reproducibly scanned transversely to the beam with 1-!m resolution.

a volte le particelle si 
comportano come onde

C60 (Fullerene)neutroni



i computer quantistici
un singolo computer “atomico” puo’ effettuare 

contemporaneamente piu’ operazioni

12 = 1

22 = 4

32 = 9

42 = 16

esempio calcolare il 
quadrato dei numeri 

da 1 a 4

12 = 1
22 = 4

32 = 9 42 = 16


